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Introduction 

• We left a large classic Adelaide villa to live in a 
small weatherboard house – 1940’s era. 

• Our focus has been on production, habitat and 
integrated with an efficient, comfortable 
house, and we have done this through a 
design process. 

• We started with the garden, understanding 
the local climate and conditions, and only 
then moved onto house renovations. 



Design 

• Prevailing winds 

• Northerly aspects 

• Shade  

• Shelter  

• Drainage 

• Ventilation 

• Waste and resources 

• Water retention and management 



Garden Design 

• Zoning 
• Kitchen garden, with salad vegetables, herbs etc 

close in.  Herbs dried as well as fresh – natural 
medicinal qualities. 

• Then deciduous fruits and nuts strategically 
placed to shade house and protect from winds 

• Then natives and evergreen fruits to protect from 
winds both summer and winter 

• About 60 Fruit and Nut Trees and Shrubs – 1/3 of 
our food. 



Why buy an air conditioner when you can 
grow one! 

(Brad Lancaster) 





















Native Garden 

• About 70 trees and shrubs 

• Seven ponds with four different frogs 

• Blue tongue lizards as well as skinks and other 
small lizards 

• Trunks of old trees used as garden edges and 
some dead trees left for bees and native 
wasps. 







Water 

• All water from the sky is retained on the property. 

• Swales retain water in the ground where it is 
needed 

• Small amount of tank water for drinking and 
cooking 

• No irrigation system 

• Partial root zone drying 

• Most plants watered weekly in summer 

















Backyard Workers 







Integration of Garden and House 

True integration when we bring part of the 
outside in to help with thermal comfort 

control 







Resilience 

• Much of the electricity network’s capacity exists to cater for peaks in power 
usage, typically for a few hours each year on summer weekday afternoons. If 
we are going to transition to a more sustainable energy supply system we will 
need to think smarter about how we address 'peak demand.‘ 

• Do we build more grid infrastructure which lets electricity usage increase, or 
do we try to curb or ‘shave’ demand at the peaks; and prevent demand 
increases? 

• Pursuing energy efficiency in buildings can lead to lower operational 
expenditure, reduced network expansion and ultimately reduced greenhouse 
gas emissions. 

• And possibly more importantly on a personal basis, it provides a more 
comfortable house and keeps away the stress caused by increasing 
electricity costs. 

 

 

 



Background 

• House is in Felixstow, 

• We have owned it 15 years, 

• 120 m2 House on 1000 m2, 

• Found extensive termite damage 5 years ago, 

• Hence re-built more than ½ the house, plus new 
shed/studio. 

 







Energy and Buildings 

• Think, don’t just follow what everyone else does. 

• “The most environmentally sound energy you can have 
is the energy you don’t use”  French farmer Daniel 
Durand. 

• Lower the demand, and the supply solution will be 
much more flexible 

• Vegetation and shading 

• Zoning 

• Innovative supply solutions 
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Block Layout 











Looking North-West 



Updated  



Ventilation 



Ventilation 



Ventilation 



Ceiling Fans 



Solar Electricity 



Materials 

• Internal insulation 

• Green pine 

• Floor joists 

• Double Glazing where possible 

• Bamboo Floor in Kitchen 

• Security screens 

• Recycled materials  

 



Kitchen with Bamboo Floor 



Recycled windows 



Glazings 



Aerated Concrete + Pavers with 60% Recycled Materials 



Operation 

• Opening and closing windows when needed 

• Blinds and awnings 

• Zoning 

• Fans 

• Thermostat settings 

 



Look west young bozo 



Black is Black 



Getting Stoned 


